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Professor Anne Boddington Kingston University
Ms Victoria Brignell BBC
Professor Maeve Conrick University College Dublin
Professor Maria Delgado Royal Central School of Speech and Drama
Professor Kate Flint University of Southern California
Professor Charles Forsdick University of Liverpool
Professor Susan Hodgett University of East Anglia
Professor Mark Jackson University of Exeter
Professor Justin Lewis Cardiff University
Professor Gordon Lynch University of Kent
Ms Vivien Niblett Ambition School Leadership
Ms Jacqueline Norton Oxford University Press
Professor Wen-chin Ouyang* SOAS, University of London
Professor Robert Stern University of Sheffield
Professor Joanne Tompkins Australian Research Council
Professor Greg Walker University of Edinburgh
Professor Maria Wyke University College London

Observers
Professor Edward Harcourt Arts and Humanities Research Council

Sub-panel 25: Area Studies

Chair
Professor Susan Hodgett University of East Anglia

Deputy Chair
Professor Tony Chafer University of Portsmouth

Members
Professor Marilyn Booth University of Oxford
Professor Simon Dixon University College London
Professor Rajinder Dudrah Birmingham City University
Professor Natascha Gentz University of Edinburgh
Professor Máiréad Nic Craith* Heriot-Watt University
Dr Matthew Shaw Institute of Historical Research
Professor Brian Ward Northumbria University

Additional assessment phase members
Professor Hugo Dobson Sheffield University
Professor Kevin Featherstone London School of Economics and Political Science
Professor Robert Gleave University of Exeter
Professor Simon Green Aston University

* denotes interdisciplinary member on a main panel, and interdisciplinary adviser on a sub-panel
Professor Roberta Guerrina  University of Surrey
Professor Faye Hammill  University of Glasgow
Professor Ambreena Manji  Cardiff University
Professor Lutz Marten  SOAS, University of London
Professor Emma Murphy  Durham University
Professor Zahia Smail Salhi  University of Manchester

Sub-panel 26: Modern Language and Linguistics

Chair
Professor Charles Forsdick  University of Liverpool

Deputy Chair
Professor Jane Stuart-Smith  University of Glasgow

Members
Professor Rebecca Braun*  Lancaster University
Professor Simon Gaunt  King's College London
Professor Simon Gilson  University of Oxford
Professor Jerry Hunter  Bangor University
Ms Margaret Mary Murray  BBC Scotland/BBC Alba
Professor Gertrud Reershemius  Aston University
Professor Isabel Torres  Queen's University Belfast
Dr Andrew Taylor  University of Hull

Additional assessment phase members
Professor Alessandro Benati  American University of Sharjah
Professor Sabine Braun  University of Surrey
Professor Thomas Clancy  University of Glasgow
Professor Peter Davies  University of Edinburgh
Professor Stephanie Dennison  University of Leeds
Professor Andrew Ginger  University of Birmingham
Professor Susan Harrow*  University of Bristol
Dr Parvathi Kumaraswami  University of Reading
Professor Adam Ledgeway  University of Cambridge
Professor Marjorie Lorch  Birkbeck, University of London
Professor Giuliana Pieri  Royal Holloway, University of London
Professor Devanyi Sharma  Queen Mary University of London
Professor Andreas Schönle  University of Bristol
Professor James Scobie  Queen Margaret University
Professor Judith Still  University of Nottingham
Dr Emma Widdis  University of Cambridge

Sub-panel 27: English Language and Literature

Chair
Professor Greg Walker  University of Edinburgh

Deputy Chair
Professor Ann Heilmann  Cardiff University

* denotes interdisciplinary member on a main panel, and interdisciplinary adviser on a sub-panel
Members
Professor Jane Aaron
University of South Wales
Professor Martin Halliwell*
University of Leicester
Professor Clare Lees
King’s College London
Professor Steve May
Bath Spa University
Professor Anshuman Mondal
University of East Anglia
Ms Susie Nicklin
Mild Group
Professor Elena Semino
Lancaster University
Professor Jeremy Smith
University of Glasgow

Additional assessment phase members
Professor David Amigoni
Keele University
Professor Joe Bray
University of Sheffield
Professor Robert Eaglestone
Royal Holloway, University of London
Professor Simon Kovesi
Oxford Brookes University
Professor Willy Maley
University of Glasgow
Professor Gail Marshall
University of Reading
Professor John McGavin
University of Southampton
Professor Deryn Rees-Jones
University of Liverpool
Professor Jennifer Richards
Newcastle University
Professor Helen Small
University of Oxford

Sub-panel 28: History
Chair
Professor Mark Jackson
University of Exeter

Deputy Chair
Professor Margot Finn
University College London

Members
Professor Frances Andrews
University of St Andrews
Professor Matthew Hilton
Queen Mary University of London
Professor Jonathan Morris
University of Hertfordshire
Professor Joy Porter*
University of Hull
Professor Lyndal Roper
University of Oxford
Professor David Souden
Past Present Limited

Additional assessment phase members
Professor Lynn Abrams
University of Glasgow
Professor Pratik Chakrabarti
University of Manchester
Professor Catherine Cubitt
University of East Anglia
Professor Michael Hughes
Lancaster University
Professor Claire Langhamer
University of Sussex
Professor Paul Nugent
University of Edinburgh
Professor Phillipp Schofield
University of Aberystwyth
Professor Julian Swann
Birkbeck, University of London
Professor Mary Vincent
University of Sheffield
Professor Alex Walsham
University of Cambridge

* denotes interdisciplinary member on a main panel, and interdisciplinary adviser on a sub-panel
Sub-panel 29: Classics

Chair
Professor Maria Wyke University College London

Deputy Chair
Professor Barbara Borg University of Exeter

Members
Professor James Clackson University of Cambridge
Professor Katherine Harloe* University of Reading
Ms Natalie Haynes Independent
Professor Judith Mossman Coventry University
Professor Nicholas Purcell University of Oxford

Additional assessment phase members
Professor Leslie Brubaker University of Birmingham
Professor Douglas Cairns University of Edinburgh
Professor Esther Eidinow University of Bristol
Professor Lin Foxhall University of Liverpool
Professor Roy Gibson University of Manchester
Professor Catherine Steel University of Glasgow

Sub-panel 30: Philosophy

Chair
Professor Robert Stern University of Sheffield

Deputy Chair
Professor Heather Widdows* University of Birmingham

Members
Professor Helen Beebee University of Manchester
Professor William Child University of Oxford
Professor Peter Osborne* Kingston University
Professor Raymond Tallis Independent

Additional assessment phase members
Professor Quassim Cassam University of Warwick
Professor Sophie Grace Chappell* The Open University
Professor James Ladyman University of Bristol
Professor Beth Lord* University of Aberdeen

* denotes interdisciplinary member on a main panel, and interdisciplinary adviser on a sub-panel
**Sub-panel 31: Theology and Religious Studies**

**Chair**
Professor Gordon Lynch
University of Kent

**Deputy Chair**
Professor Bettina Schmidt
University of Wales Trinity St David

**Members**
Ms Rosie Dawson
BBC
Professor Sophie Gilliat-Ray
Cardiff University
Professor Elaine Graham*
University of Chester
Professor David Horrell
University of Exeter
Professor Karen Kilby
Durham University

**Additional assessment phase members**
Dr Naomi Appleton
University of Edinburgh
Professor Gavin Flood
University of Oxford
Professor Tom Greggs
University of Aberdeen
Professor Paul Joyce
King's College London
Professor Charlotte Methuen
University of Glasgow
Professor John Wolfe
The Open University

---

**Sub-panel 32: Art and Design, History, Practice and Theory**

**Chair**
Professor Anne Boddington
Kingston University

**Deputy Chair**
Professor Juan Cruz
Edinburgh College of Art

**Members**
Professor Oriana Baddeley*
University of the Arts London
Professor Tracy Bhamra
Loughborough University
Professor Paul Chamberlain
Sheffield Hallam University
Professor Karen Fleming
Ulster University
Professor Stephen Dixon
Manchester Metropolitan University
Mr Alastair Evans
Creative Scotland
Professor Stephen Partridge*
University of Dundee
Professor Evelyn Welch
King's College London

**Additional assessment phase members**
Professor Saeema Ahmed-Kristensen
University of Exeter
Professor Dana Arnold
University of East Anglia
Professor Susan Collins
University College London
Professor Michael Hatt
University of Warwick
Professor Jake Kaner
Nottingham Trent University
Professor Judith Mottram
Lancaster University
Professor Lynda Nead
Birkbeck, University of London
Professor Darren Newbury
University of Brighton

* denotes interdisciplinary member on a main panel, and interdisciplinary adviser on a sub-panel
Sub-panel 33: Music, Drama, Dance, Performing Arts, Film and Screen Studies

Chair
Professor Maria Delgado
Royal Central School of Speech and Drama

Deputy Chair
Professor Robert Adlington
University of Huddersfield

Members
- Professor Paul Allain
  University of Kent
- Professor Nicola Dibben*
  University of Sheffield
- Dr Kate Dorney
  University of Manchester
- Professor Nick Fells*
  University of Glasgow
- Mr Paul Hughes
  BBC Symphony Orchestra
- Dr Royona Mitra
  Brunel University London
- Dr barley Norton
  Goldsmiths, University of London
- Professor Sarah Street
  University of Bristol
- Professor Laura Tunbridge
  University of Oxford

Additional assessment phase members
- Professor Tim Bergfelder
  University of Southampton
- Professor Dee Heddon
  University of Glasgow
- Professor Nadine Holdsworth
  University of Warwick
- Professor Miguel Mera*
  City, University of London
- Professor Stephen Rose
  Royal Holloway, University of London
- Professor Sarah Whatley
  Coventry University
- Professor Matthew Wright*
  Canterbury Christ Church University

Sub-panel 34: Communication, Cultural and Media Studies, Library and Information Management

Chair
Professor Justin Lewis
Cardiff University

Deputy Chair
Professor Karen Boyle
University of Strathclyde

Members
- Professor David Bawden
  City, University of London
- Professor Natalie Fenton*
  Goldsmiths, University of London
- Professor Hazel Hall
  Edinburgh Napier University
- Professor Robin Mansell
  London School of Economics and Political Science
- Ms Alison Preston
  Ofcom

* denotes interdisciplinary member on a main panel, and interdisciplinary adviser on a sub-panel
Additional assessment phase members

Professor Peter Lunt | University of Leicester
Professor Rachel McLean | Liverpool John Moores University
Professor Toby Miller | Loughborough University
Professor Kate O’Riordan* | University of Sussex
Professor Karen Ross | University of Newcastle
Professor Elizabeth Shepherd | University College London
Professor Yvonne Tasker | University of Leeds

SECRETARIAT

Mrs Jane Boggan | Goldsmiths, University of London
Mrs Michelle Double | University of Leeds
Mrs Gillian Fairbairn | University of Surrey
Mrs Yvonne Fox | Lancaster University
Ms Anna Grey | University of York
Dr Laura Healy | Swansea University
Mrs Alison Honnor | Sheffield Hallam University
Miss Jennifer Hulin | Cardiff University
Ms Jo Lakey | King’s College London
Miss Victoria Macfarlane | Keele University
Ms Danielle Murtagh | University of Manchester
Mrs Pauline Muya | Independent
Dr Andrea Salter | University of Cambridge
Mr Jonathan Starbrook | University of Manchester
Dr Andrew Taylor | University of Hull
Dr Tony Weir | Heriot-Watt University
Dr Elizabeth Westlake | University of Birmingham
Mrs Val Wooff | Independent

Further appointments will be made to the panel secretariat for the assessment year
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